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Complementation strategies, i.e., ways in which clauses can function as an object of the main clause, are subject to 
intriguing cross-linguistic variation. This observation has recently been captured by the Implication Complementation 
Hierarchy (ICH) (Wurmbrand & Lohninger 2019), distinguishing three classes of complements: Events, Situations 
and Propositions. Languages tend to demarcate these complement types in a coherent fashion but the marking itself 
can be different across languages. Thus, Event and Situation complements (e.g., control clauses), are cross-
linguistically more syntactically and semantically integrated in the matrix clause than Propositions (e.g., propositional 
attitude complements). The ICH explains this by suggesting a hierarchical relationship between complement types 
and predicts it to hold across languages. While existing typological research on spoken languages supports the claim, 
it has not been yet fully explored for sign languages (SLs). The aim of this study is to enrich the typology of 
complementation by adding data from the SL of the Netherlands (NGT) and testing the predictions of ICH by using 
acceptability judgments involving nine native NGT signers. 

The results reveal that NGT does conform to the predictions of ICH in that it differentiates control clauses 
(Events/Situations) from propositional attitude complements (Propositions) via specific word order patterns. Thus, 
control clauses in NGT allow for object scrambling (BOY APPLE WANT [__ EAT]) and center-embedding (BOY [APPLE 
EAT] WANT), the latter but not the former also being previously found for control clauses in other SLs (Pfau et al., 
2016). Propositions, however, are only accepted with sentence-final complements, i.e., MOTHER THINK [DAUGHTER 
SICK]. The observed patterns and their variation can be captured by size restructuring, which derives abovementioned 
properties of control clauses by suggesting them being structurally smaller, thereby lacking certain matrix projections, 
hence movement of the embedded object in scrambling or the entire embedded clause in center-embedding to the 
matrix middle-field.  
 


